Red, green, and blue, the three primary colors, are essential for laser-based color displays that take advantage of the high brightness, spectral purity and extremely large depth of focus of laser sources. There remains a problem as how to generate laser radiation in these colors in a single compact laser system in order to reduce cost, size and to obtain potential integration. Recently many attempts have been made towards this goal. In the as-grown crystals of LiNbO3 and SBN, the domain structures are formed spontaneously during the crystal growth process, resulting in very low conversion efficiency. Our study showed that with a careful design of the domain engineering, efficient RGB light generateon can be realized by coupled quasi-phase matching method. A brief review will be given in this field.
Introduction
With the development of modern optics technology, laser sources with wider range of wavelengths are needed more frequently. Optical frequency conversion with nonlinear optical materials is a key means by which such sources can be achieved. Thus this field has attracted much interest in recent years. For example, red, green, and blue, the three primary colors, are essential for laser-based color displays that take advantage of the high brightness, spectral purity and extremely large depth of focus of laser sources.1) There remains a problem as how to generate laser radiation in these colors in a single compact laser system in order to reduce cost, size and to obtain potential integration. In the past, many attempts at simultaneous generation of RGB light have been made. Some progress was made in waveguides; for example, observations of quasi-phase-matching (QPM) of RGB lights using LiNbO3 waveguides 2,3) and using a dye-doped polymer waveguide were reported. For bulk samples, results were obtained by several different schemes, including self-frequency mixing with Nd3+-doped nonlinear crystals,5-7) multiple and coupled quasi-phase-matched interactions from domain-engineered crystals.8-16) However, the output power attained was comparatively low. Thus the simultaneous generation of the three primary colours is still a challenge. Here we shall give a brief review of the work done in this field with the bulk materials.
Self-frequency mixing with Nd3+-doped nonlinear crystals
It is advantageous to generate laser radiation in RGB colors in a single compact laser system in order to reduce cost, size and to obtain potential integration. Diode-pumped infrared solid state lasers based on Nd3+ ion provide an excellent possibility to develop such devices when combined with nonlinear frequency conversion to the visible. In particular, nonlinear crystals doped with Nd3+ ions can be pumped efficiently by GaAlAs laser diodes emitting around 800 and 750 nm due to the typical intense absorption which Nd3+ ions present in these bands. Laser action around 900, 1060, and 1300 nm has been demonstrated in a variety of Nd3+-doped laser crystals, corresponding to optical transitions from the metastable state (4F3/2) to lower stark states 4I19/2 , 4I11/2 and 4I13/2, respectively.5-7)
Nd:YA13(BO3)4 (NYAB) is a nonlinear crystal characterized by high damage resistance, high segregation coefficient for Nd3+ ions, absence of photorefractive damage, low laser thresholds for laser oscillation at 1 and 1.3 lam and excellent transmission for the expected visible wavelengths. Its nonlinear properties are mainly due to the two BO groups, being one in the (001) plane and another one slightly tilted with respect to this plane. All these properties ensure that NYAB is an efficient infrared laser system under both low and high pump power densities. In addition, NYAB has relatively high nonlinear coefficient and its dispersion relations for the refractive indexes allows for simultaneous generation of second harmonic generation (SHG) and frequency sum mixing processes.
In Frequency conversion, two conservation laws should be fulfilled: one is the energy conservation and the other momentum conservation. Taking SHG as an example, these two conservation laws can be expressed as (1) and ki are the angular frequency and wavevector, re-
In the former case, the red, green and blue are not generated simultaneously. While the latter case increases the complexity of the system. The laser radiation of Nd3+ ions at 1338 nm channel) was the fundamental wave in this configuration. The red at 669 nm was obtained by self-frequencydoubling (SFD) of the fundamental wave, the green at 505 nm and the blue at 481 nm were obtained by self-frequency-mixing (SFM) of the fundamental wave and the pump radiation at 807 and 755 nm, respectively. For a total pump power of 1.2 W (600 mW from both Ti:Sapphire and laser diode), the powers of green and blue laser obtained are of the order of microwatts, whilst the power of red laser generated is of order milliwatts. The low efficiency is due to nonperfect simultaneous phase matching for the three processes since PM angle is wavelength-dependent. Furthermore, the use of the BPM technique leads to very stringent bandwidths and tolerances, so that angle or temperature tuning is required. This limits the use of BPM for simultaneous RGB generation.
RGB generation by multiple quasi-phase-matching
The above mentioned limitations can be overcome by using the quasi-phase matching (QPM) technique. The widely used material for QPM is a ferroelectric crystal with engineered domain structures. Here the reciprocal vectors provided by the domain structure plays an important role. The momentum conservation is modified into (2) which is the so-called quasi-phase matching. Here G is a reciprocal vector of the domain structure.
With an aperiodic domain distribution, it is possible to obtain simultaneously different frequency conversion processes.8-10) Simultaneous generation of red, green, and blue continuous-wave laser radiation in a Nd3+-doped aperiodically poled lithiumniobate crystal (Nd3+:APPLN) has been demonstrated by Capmany.10) Nd3+:APPLN congruent crystal was grown by the off-centered Czochralski method. That is, the growth axis was displaced away from the symmetry axis of the temperature field in the melt. The aperiodically poled sample was obtained accidentally during the crystal growth process. The bulk crystal was grown along the a axis. The LiNbO3 crystal used was a 3-mmlong crystal containing a 0.7 mol% concentration of Nd3+ ions and having a cross-sectional input area of Due to this dispersed nature of the visible radiation the output power could not be easily measured. An overall RGB power is estimated to be of about 1.5 mW for a pump power of 800 mW.
RGB generation by coupled quasi-phase-matching
We have demonstrated the simultaneous generation of multiple-wavelength outputs by using engineered domains (so-called optical superlattice) with quasi-periodic, aperiodic even with periodic structures.14-16) Usually QPM method is used with periodic structure, in which the selections of period and matching temperature are rather restricted. In fact, QPM can be extended from a periodic to a quasi-periodic structure. We demonstrated simultaneous SHG and direct THG in a Fibonacci structure. Here TH is generated not by the third-order nonlinear optical process but by the second-order nonlinear optical process. That is, TH is generated by a coupling of SHG process with sum frequency mixing process, both are of the second-order nature.17) That's why we call it coupled quasi-phase matching.
However, for quasi-periodic structure, the locations of the reciprocals are not independent and are all related to an irrational number intrinsic to the structure (for Fibonacci structure, this number is the golden mean). Therefore, quasi-periodic structures rely on coincidences. Thus it is difficult, if not impossible, to realize multiply QPM coupled parametric processes at an arbitrary wavelength in the transparent range of the material.
We reported a different scheme for RGB light generation in a specially engineered domain structure. Here a Nd:GdVO4 laser is used as a pump source, which operates at both 1342 and 1063 nm wavelengths. The RGB light output is realized by simultaneous frequency doubling and tripling of the fundamentals.
The Nd:GdVO4 laser has been reported as an excellent laser crystal in the past. GdVO4 belongs to the same group of oxide compounds as YVO4, crystallizing in a zircon structure with a tetragonal space group. Compared with Nd:YVO4, Nd:GdVO4 crystals have almost entirely similar lasing properties, but a much higher absorption coefficient and larger absorption cross-section. Besides this,Nd:GdVO4 crystal is characterized by its un- Based on the three reciprocals required (Gi, i=R, G, B), a straightforward way to design is to use the following function: (6) and (7) where sgn represents the signum function, corresponding to positive or negative domains. This is just the reverse Fourier transformation. The positions of the domain walls of the superlattice are determined by the roots of f (x) . This function provides three reciprocals automatically. The coefficients a and b can be tuned to optimize the structure of the superlattice. When the ratio between any two of the three GS is a rational number, then the structure becomes a periodic one.
In the designing, considering the limitation of the poling technique, the narrowest domains are controlled to be no less than 3 other words, the domains whose lengths are less than 3 flip their sign and merge into the adjacent domains, until all the domains are not shorter than setting the matching temperature to be at required structure. The Fourier spectrum of the designed structure is somewhat different from equation (6) . Figure 1 shows the result. Apart from the three required components, there are many others. Since they do not satisfy QPM conditions, they do not participate in the nonlinear optical interactions. The Fourier coefficients of the three required reciprocals are 0.1851, 0.4587 and 0.2187, respectively, which are shown in Fig. 1 . These val- Fig. 1 The Fourier spectrum of the designed aperiodic OSL.
ues are fairly large and can be adjusted independently. These are the obvious two advantages of this design scheme. The superlattice made of a LiTaO3 crystal wafer was fabricated by a standard electric field poling technique at room temperature, with the pattern designed according to the above method. The samplewas observed after poling and etching and the size
The domain walls show some irregularity, which would influence the conversion efficiency. The thickness of the wafer was about 0.5 mm and the length was 1.2 cm. The two end-faces of the wafer were polished for optical measurement, but not coated.
The schematic diagram of our experimental measurement is shown as Fig. 2 point due to some unsolved problems. The power levels and the conversion efficiencies were fairly high.
lights were generated simultaneously with 31.3, 18.4 and 3.7 mW, respectively. Figure 4 shows the simultaneous output of RGB lights separated by a prism. However, the simultaneous oscillation at 1 and 1.3 mm in Nd3+ doped lasers requires a skilled design of cavity mirrors and pump geometry, and usually leads to fluctuations in laser power due to mode competition.
Simultaneous generation of GRB lights has also been realized in a LiTaO3 crystal with two periodic optical superlattices in series. Using a 532 nm laser as pump, the red light was generated at 631 nm as the signal of the optical parametric process in the first superlattice, and the blue light at 460 nm was the sum-frequency mixing the idler and the pump in the second superlattice. Along with the remnant pump at 532 nm, GRB lights can be obtained from the superlattice simultaneously.
Conclusion
In the past, many attempts at simultaneous generation of RGB light have been reported. A brief review has been given in this field. In the as-grown crystals of LiNbO3 and SBN, the domain structures are formed spontaneously during the crystal growth process, resulting in very low conversion efficiency. Our study showed that with a careful design of the domain engineering, RGB light can be realized by coupled quasi-phase matching method. The potential high efficiency and multiplex output wavelength make this scheme emulous to realize a compact GRB laser. Fig. 4 Potograph of RGB beam paths and beam spots.
